
Which one do you trust?
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eter. Assuming your crank journal is within spec, changes in the
housing bore are what affect the crush of the bearing. lf the hous-
ing is too big, the inside diameter of the bearing will be roose,
while a too tight housing bore will create a pinched bearing
clearance.

As we found on our Rat motor, the main-bearing housing bores
measured on the loose side of the spec, while our crank was
ground slightly undersize. This produced as much as 0.004 inch of
main-bearing clearance-far more than the preferable 0.0025
inch to 0.0028 inch. This will require milling the main caps and
align-honing the mains to bring them back into spec. The same rs
true with connecting-rod big ends Let's go through the specifics
to see how to measure this clearance and to see how Plastiqaoe
measures up to a micrometer and dial-bore gauge

Tech Tip: Be sure to always use the inch side of the Plastigage
package. The reverse side is scaled in millimeters, and it's easv to
make a mistake
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T4, and a dial-bore gauge. But the truth of the matter is that if you
t 

llspend the coin on the right parts, it just isn't worth it to risk not

1!accurately 
measuring clearances. Many car crafters still rely on-the 

trusty old Plastigage to keep them out of trouble, but just how
accurate is this simple little tool? We wanted to find out.

The test couldn't have been any simpler. We were working on a
489ci stroker big-block Chevy at Jim Grubbs Motorsports in
Valencia, California, with our buddy Ryan Peart, so we had a per-
fect guinea pig. We wanted to test both the rods and mains, but
the main bearing housings were so distorted we had to rely on
just a connecting rod. Bearing clearance is merely the difference in
dimensions between the outside diameter of the crank journal and
the inside diameter of the connecting-rod or main-bearing hous-
ing While the diameter of the crank journal is variable, what most
car crafters often overlook are the chanqes in housino-bore diam-

USING THE MICROMETER
Our crank had just come back from the machine shop where it
was ground 0.010-under on both the rods and mains Most
good micrometers will measure down to 0.0001 inch (one ten-
thousandths of an inch), which is plenty accurate. Our mic and
dial-bore gauges came from Powerhouse Always remember to
check your tools against a standard to ensure your micrometer is
as accurate as you think it is. Also remember to always measure
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parts at room temperature, around 68 to 70 degrees Hot parts
andlor mics will produce inaccurate measurements

Another trick is to use the same mic that measures the cranx
to set up the dial-bore gauge This will reduce tolerance stack-
up and inaccuracies. lf you set the dial-bore gauge to the crank-
journal diameter, the difference between the inside diameter of
the bearing and the crank journal will be the oil clearance.
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Next, we measured the outside diameter of the crank
rod iournal. The journal measured 2.188g inches. The
standard journal diameter is 2.2O0 inches, so this
crank measured roughly O.OO12 inch smaller than its
O.O1O-under spec of 2.19OO inches.

The first step is to determine the factory range for the housinq oore vou
will be measuring. For our big-block Chevy. the spec for the bi! end of the
connecting rod is 2.3247 to 2,3252,fo begin, always torque rod bolts in a
rod vise to prevent bending something.

Using a dial-bore gauge, we set the zero point in the middle of the sDec at
2.325O. This rod measured 2.3252, which was iust on the wide side of the
spec. Then we pulled the rod cap and installed a pair of Federal_Mogul bear.
ings and measured the inside diameter using the crank rod-journal diame_
ter as zero. This generated a O.OO3l-inch bearing clearance.

PLASTIGAGE
The reason many backyard engine bui lders l ike to
use Plastigage is that they don t need expens ve
specialty tools ike a mic or a dial-bore gauge As
long as the bearing surfaces on the rod and crank
are c ean, merely lay down a short str ip of that
green strng and torque the bolts down to the fac.
tory spec The wider the str ing, the less clearance
there is between the bearing and the crank
Plastigage comes in three dtfferent configurations
Green (PN SPG 1) for O 001 0 OO3,inch red (pN
SPR 1) for 0 002 0 006, and b ue (PN SpB-l) for
0 004-0 009 nch clearances

Left: Here's what the green string rooks rike on the rod iournar before it's smashed. Make sure
the rod iournal and bearing surfaces are free of oil, which could affect the indicated clearance.
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Federal-Moguh Southf eld Ml:
248/354-77 OA federal mogul com
Jim Grubbs Motorsports; Va encia, CA.66f/257 OIAL
Powerhouse Products; Memphls TN; BOO/872-7223r powerhouseproducts com
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